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FORTRAN PROGHZAM FOR COP6l$rUTATION OF G M U P  
TABLES - ALPHANUMERIC DISPLAY 
by Gabriel Allen and David D. Evans 
Lewis Research Center 
SUMMARY 
An existing FORTFUN program for  machine computation of finite groups has been 
modified to allow the output to be  displayed as  symbols rather than as numerical cycles. 
The program is written for  second generation machines. As written, the program 
makes use of, but does not depend on, the fact that every finite group G of order  n is 
isomorphic to some subgroup T.  of the symmetric group Sn. The program can print 
J 
a table of any possible combination of subsets of group elements of G. The procedure 
f o r  using the program is a s  follows: After finding the T those elements of T. which j' J 
correspond to the subsets of G whose table is desired a r e  read in a s  input data in cycle 
notation. The symbol for each element of G a s  it is to appear in the table is also read 
in. The group multiplication table for  the subsets of G is computed and printed using 
these symbols. Examples a r e  shown of complete group tables, tables of the group 
multiplication of subsets and a change in symbol notation. 
INTRODUCTION 
Since  it^ first timid beginnings sixty years  ago, group theory has become a standard 
branch of applied mathematics. Reference 1, which was published in 1959, has a l i s t  
of 213 references of applications of group theory. This l is t  (which is not exhaustive) 
includes applications to crystallography, chemistry, atomic and molecular spectro- 
scopy, elementary particles, and relativity. However, the computational effort in- 
volved in dealing with large finite groups can be prohibitive. As a result, computing 
machines have been applied to the task of proving theorems and algorithms about finite 
groups whose group tables were e n t e r 4  into the program a s  b p u t  (ref, 2). 
Ileeently, a EORTWN program was written for  tho machine computation of  the 
group table itsehf, easing only I-he elements of the group as input data (ref, 3) ,  This 
program was also made available for  use on second generation machines (rcf, 4)-  The 
method made use of the fact that every iinite group of order n is isomospbic to some 
subgroup of the sjrmmetrii: group Sn (ref,  I ,  p, 260), Therefore,  irr using this pro- 
g ram,  the input data  were e-slterd in the form of cycles, the elernenk of Sn. The out- 
put was  also printed in the form of cycles and the isomorphism between the elements of 
G and Sn was then used to construct the desired table fo r  G. This las t  s tep  had to be 
performed manudly . 
This  program saved the bulk of the effort required to construct a group table. 
Nevertheless, the fact  that the entr ies  in the printed output appeared in the form of 
cycles meant that a decoding process  (the isomorphism between G and the appropriate 
subgroup of Sn) had to be used to wri te  the final table fo r  6. This decoding process  
could still be t ime consuming. The modified program (which is written fo r  second 
generation machines) performs this decoding process and prints the group table in 
easily recognized alphanumeric symbols rather  than numerical cycles. 
The major new function of the program is contained in a subroutine with two entry 
points. This subroutine identifies a given element of T.  and substitutes fo r  it the 
3 
symbol for  the appropriate element of G in the output format.  
With the u s e  of this program, a desired group multiplication table can be obtained 
in the following manner: 
(1) A s e t  of convenient alphanumeric symbols for  the elements of G is selected. 
(2) An isomorphi p T. of S. is found. Here  S 
3 J 
is the s m d l e s t  symmetr ic  group which can se rve  this purpose. 
j 
(3)  The elements of 9'. which correspond to the elements in the subsets of G 
3 
whose multiplication table is desired a r e  entered as input in the form of cycles. 
(4) The symbols chosen in s tep  P a r e  entered as input. 
(5) The group multiplication table is computed and the output printed using the 
symbols chosen in s tep  I. 
An example of the group multiplication table of two subsets  of a group is presented 
in the output. 
'n 
Atemating subgroup of symmetr ic  group, Sn 
Ck, l element in kth row and lth column of matrix G; 
D3 d i h d r d  group 
G finite group sf order n 
0 the cubic group 
Sn symfi;ae&r"b ggrsup of order  n-EactoriapL 
T some  subgroup of Sn whieh is isomorphic to 0 j 
Pi twofold rotation axes 
DEPIN[ITION[S, CONVENTIONS AND P R E P M G M M  PREPAMTIONS 
The symbol Sn designates the permutation group of n objects and is of o r d e r  n 
factoriall. The even permutation group of n objects An is a proper  subgroup of Sn. 
The numbers between commas in a cycle will b e  called units. The convention adopted 
herein f o r  describing the effect of a cycle is that in which the units denote objects and 
each unit is moved to the location currently occupied by the unit to its left. 
Before using the program, some  suitable alphanumeric symbols f o r  the elements 
of G a r e  selected. These symbols would preferably be a s  close to the symbols in  the 
l i t e rahre  for  that group a s  the pr inter  is capable of printing. Next, an isomorphism is 
found between G and T., the subgroup of some  symmetric group S which is as small  
J j 
as can be thought of for  the purpose. Finally, the particular sequence of units in a 
cycle f o r  a given element of S must be  decided upon, for  the main program must s t o r e  j 
the cycles in this exact form in the doubly dimensioned a r r ay  representing the group 
The u s e r  normally has the freedom to choose any sequence of units fo r  an element 
of S. which forms a cycle equivalent to the one used herein (see ref. 3). However, in 
J 
this program the smallest  integer in the entire cycle must always be  the left-most one. 
It should also be noted that the la rges t  group which this program will handle is S4. 
Once the principles of the particular decoding process used in this report  a r e  under- 
stood by the use r ,  the extension to l a rge r  groups should be straightforward. However, 
such an extension will require that subroutine REAB be rewritten. 
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
General Description 
After the group multiplication has been performed, the results a r e  stored in the 
doubly dimensioned array 6. An entry in this array CH corresponds to the element 
in the kth row and the ith column of the table. However, in this a r r ay ,  the element 
i s  s tored as a cycle ehaila, The program identifies CM asa speeifie member of Sn 
md prints in i t s  place "chat alphanramerie symbol chosen to represent the  element of G 
corresponding to the identified element of Sn, This process will  be clarified subse- 
quently by asl example. 
The program as  presented in this report m&es use  of the symmetric group to ob- 
tain a group table for T. which remains internal to the machine. The decoding sub- 
J 
routine can be applied to the translation of any list of cycles as input to any list of de- 
s ired symbols. All that is necessary is a correspondence between the desired symbols 
and the cycles. As a matter of fact, some of the complications of the program in ref- 
erence 4 were needed merely to simplify the output format. In this report, those parts  
of the program have been eliminated, resulting in a simplification. 
Those parts  of the program needed for understanding its use  a r e  described next. 
F o r  more detailed information, reference may be made to the listing in appendix B and 
to the flow chart of subroutine READ in figure 1. The examples a r e  contained in a 
separate section following this main section. 
Main Program 
Block 1 - Set up constants. - The constants used in the program a r e  given literal 
names and a r e  declared either INTEGER o r  LOGICAL in TYPE statements. All the 
subscripted variables a r e  dimensioned and alloted storage locations by the use  of 
DIMENSION statements. The names of the variables of the group elements of S4 a r e  
equivalenced to members of the dimensioned variable INPT. A DATA statement is used 
to give literal names to the following variables: 
Variable Literal name Identification 
( L P  Left parenthesis 
1 RP Right parenthesis 
9 CM Comma 
PER Period 
BLK Blank 
E D N T  Identity element of group 
Block 2 - Read in data. - The data describing the group, the group elements, and 
the decoding process a r e  read into the program. The group itself is defined by the 
variable DENT. The assignment of labels to the objects and to the locations a r e  read 
in from the list for DENT which is limited to one card. No shifting o r  'SQUEZsing is 
required, thus simplifying the programming compared to reference 4, The input cards 
are read in the following order:  
First card: TITLE, one card with P O R m T  (BOA91 
Second card: DENT,  one card with PORm'H" (80A1) 
The input for  D E N T  must be long enough to include the nlktximum number of objects to 
be moved in any group operation. Thus, the list for D E N T  must be of the form(A1, 
A2, . . . , A.) where j is the subscript of S and Ai is any alphanumeric symbol. J j 
Several e r r o r  checks a r e  run on DENT. These include checking the maximum 
number of nonblank units (which is six in this version), the presence of blank spaces on 
the card, and the illegal use  of parentheses. 
The se t  of group elements whose multiplication table is desired (this may be a sub- 
s e t  of the entire group) is read in the next two se ts  of cards. These two se ts  a r e  
identified in the program a s  INPUT(J, K). The first of these se t s  contains the ACROSS 
(column) operations and consists of the INPUT cards f o r  which K = 1. There can be a s  
many as four cards with FORMAT(80Al), and each operation is followed by a period. 
A blank card follows the preceding set.  It is needed to signal the end of the ACROSS input. 
The next set contains the DOWN (row) operations and consists of INPUT cards for 
which K = 2. There can be a s  many a s  four cards with FORMAT(80Al), and again, 
each operation is followed by a period. 
A blank card follows the preceding se t ,  signaling the end of the DOWN input. 
The input for both ACROSS and DOWN operations is in cycle notation with the 
smallest integer consistently to the left. No blanks a r e  allowed between the first left 
parenthesis and the final right parenthesis in any cycle chain. If inte 
as the units in the cycle, subroutine READ will  have to be rewritten to identify the units 
which a r e  used. The complete se t  of column operations is read first .  Then the com- 
plete se t  of row operations is read. Each of these se ts  is limited to four cards and is 
followed by a blank card. 
The FORMAT for the input list is A6. All entries must be left-adjusted in order 
that the output be in line. The example of input which follows is a class product block 
from S4 (see ref. 5). It is the product of the class R1, R2, R3 (see appendix A) times 
the class containing the rotations about all the threefold axes. 
Card 
Card 3 corrtains the ACROSS (column) operations, card 5 corrtair~s the DOWN (sow) 
operations, m d  cards 7 and 8 contain the l i s t  of '%praluesPB for mPT, Note that the en- 
tire group is listed even though only hrJs elasses are muldipli&, This is done because 
eiasses are not c l o s d  with respect to group multiplication and elements of S4 which 
a r e  not in either of the classes used as input can appear in the product, 
See reference 4 for  a description of the res t  of the main program. 
The data for the decoding process a r e  read f rom the list for  the variable JCNPT. 
The l is t  fo r  m P T  consists of the actuad. names desired for  the group elements in the 
output. The list ,  of course, assigns "values" to the dimensioned variable INPT. The 
?lvariableW names a r e  listed in an equivalence statement in block 1. In this program, 
the alphanumeric data in the list for  INPT (the values) a r e  the same  a s  the symbols in 
the equivalence statement (the variables). F o r  example, the llth value on the list for 
INPT is SR1S; and in block 1, INPT(11) is equivalenced to the variable SRlS. 
This procedure makes it convenient to use any other choice of variables which a r e  
isomorphic to the group in place of the ones used here. If the symbol Q5 were de- 
s ired in place of SRfS, assigning the value Q5 to the variable SRlS would cause Q5 
to be printed everywhere that SRlS appears now. The important point is that no change 
in the body of the program itself is required. The single change in the input list takes 
ca re  of the entire new decoding process. 
An example of such a substitution is shown in the output for  S3. In the example, 
the well-known isomorphism between S3 and the dihedral group D3 is used to provide 
symbols for  the elements of S3 which a r e  more covenient than the ones which ar ise  
when S3  is regarded a s  a subgroup of Sq. The common symbols for the elements of 
D a r e  used. These a r e  a threefold rotation axis R and three twofold rotation axes 3 
p l ,  p2, and p3. This new output was obtained by simply changing cards 7 and 8 to read 
a s  follows: 
PHI31 1 112 I 3  RH03 15 RH82 SKI R 8R3 SR4 T R 1 S  RS 
"4s Rf. R2 R3 R1S R2S R3S R1C REC --R3C 
Subroutine READ 
This is the part  of the program which decodes the cycles stored in WPUT and BUT 
(see listing) into the desired symbols for  the elements of 6. A process of elimination 
is used to identify the cycle, character by character. Advantage is taken of the fact 
that all equivalent cycles a r e  stored in the same unique form (see ref, 3), Each integer 
in a given cycle is identified in suecession beginning with the left- most one, The identi- 
fication of an integer is a simple eom-parison process between the values assigned to the 
variables P'ONE, T P  "W8, '' *'THREE iznd the unit of the cycle, When need&, left  
and right parentheses are %den"L-i%ied by comparing them against the ~ialues of "cc vari- 
ables 11,P and RB, respectively, After a e v e n  character  has been identif ied, control 
is shifted to another set of cornpasason tests  to be made on the next c2~tlractem in the 
cycle, A s  each character  of the cycle is identified, the number of possi"ne group ele- 
mernts to which the cycle could correspond decreases ,  The identification i s  complete 
when there is only one group element which could correspond to the given cycle. 
To keep the program as short  as possible, it is assumed that certain e r r o r s  will 
not b e  made. F o r  example, if 4 is the largest  integer to appear in a cycle, t es t s  a r e  
made only up to and including the integer 3. If the number in the cycle fails all of the 
tes t s ,  it is assumed that it is a 4 in the identifying process.  
Illustrative example 1 - Identification of the cycle (1,3,4,  2) a s  the group element 
R3" - The cycle (I ,  3 ,4,2)  enters  the subroutine a s  the value of the variable PWPUT in 
-
the calling vector. The identification proceeds by examining individual characters  in  
the a r r ay  in sequence. This a r r ay  has four integers,  th ree  commas, a left parenthesis,  
and a right parenthesis,  fo r  a total of nine characters .  The f i r s t  character to be ex- 
amined is the left-most one. Since it is a left  parenthesis, it fails all the comparison 
tes t s  and the next character is examined. This one passes  the comparison tes t  on the 
integer 1 and control is thereby shifted to statement 1100. The comparison test  in  this 
s e r i e s  of statements takes into account the fact that some  unit has  been identified before 
t ransfer  to statement 1100. Since the first integer in any cycle is always followed by a 
comma, the subroutine skips the next entry and goes to entry I + 2 for  the next com- 
parison test. Since this  entry is the integer 3, control is shifted to statement 1130. 
The (I + 3)rd entry in  the a r r a y  is examined next. It is not a right parenthesi 
s o  control is shifted to statement 1140. The (I + 4)th and (I + 5)th entries both fai l  
their  comparison tes t s  and the a r r ay  is thus uniquely identified as the group element R3. 
Illustrative example 2 - Identification of the cycle chain (1, 3)(2,4) as the element 
RlS. - This particular a r r a y  has a total of 10 characters  divided amongst four inte- 
-
gers ,  and two each of commas, and left and right parentheses. The f i r s t  entry in the 
a r r ay  (the kh one) is again a left  parenthesis. After it has been identified, the 
(K + z ) " ~  entry (K + 2) is examined. Since i t  i s  a 1, control i s  shifted to statement 
1100. As in the previous example, the next entry to b e  examined is the (K + one. 
Since it is a 3, control is shifted to statement 1 130. After the comparison tests  in  this 
s e r i e s  a r e  completed, control is shifted to statement 1131, where the identification R1S 
is made. 
EmMPLES OF OUTPUT 
Full Group 
11 I 2  I 3  1 4  I 5  I 6  S R 1  SR2 S Q 3  S R 4  S R l S  SR2S SR3S SR4S R 1  R 2  R 3  R l S  R2S R3S 
.............................................................................................................................. 
I1 E R 2 S  SR3 SR2 SR3S SR2S R3C 1 4  12 R 3  R 1  I 6  1 5  R l C  S R I S  R 3 S  SRk  R2C 1 2  R 2  
I 2  R 2 S  E S R 4  S R 1  S R l S  SR4S I 4  R3C R? 1 3  1 5  R1C R 1  1 6  SR3S R 1 S  SR3 R 2  I 1  R2C 
I 3  SR3S SR4S E R 3 S  SR3 SR4 R1C R 1  1 5  1 6  R 2  R2C I1  1 2  SR2 S R l S  R 1 S  R 3  R3: 1 4  
I 4  SR2S S R I S  R 3 S  E S R 1  SR2 I5 I 6  R l C  R 1  I 2  I 1  R2C R 2  SR4 SR4S R 2 S  R3C R 3  1 3  
1 5  SR3 S R 1  SR3S SR1S E R 1 S  I 2  R 2  I 1  R2C I 4  R 3  I 3  R3C R3S SR2 S R 2 S  1 6  R13  RL 
1 6  SR2 SR4 SR4S S R 2 S  R I S  E R 2 C  I 1  R Z  1 2  R 3  I 4  R3C 1 3  R 2 S  SR3 S R I S  I 5  R l  R1C 
S R 1  R 1 C  1 5  R2C I 2  1 4  R3C SR1S SR4S SRZS SR3S E R 2 S  R3S R 1 S  I 3  I 6  I L  SRZ SR3 5 x 4  
SR2 4 6  R 1  R 2  I 1  R3C I 4  SR3S SR2S S Q 4 S  SR1S R 2 S  E R 1 S  R 3 S  R 3  R1C 1 2  S R 1  SRk SR3 
6 R 3  Y 5  R 1 0  I 1  R 2  1 3  R 3  SR4S S R l S  S Q 3 S  SR2S R 3 S  R 1 S  E R 2 S  1 4  R 1  RZC SR4 S X 1  S!72 
S R 4  R 1  1 6  1 2  R2C R3  1 3  SR2S SR3S S R l S  S R 4 S  R I S  R 3 S  R2S E R3C 1 5  R 2  S R 3  SRZ S 7 1  
S R l S  R 3  1 4  R 1  I 5  I 2  R 2  E R 1 S  R 2 S  R3S S R l  SR3 SR4 SR2 R2C R3C R1C SRSS SR2S 5 1 3 5  
SRES 1 4  R 3  R1C 1 6  R2C I 1  R 1 S  E R 7 S  R 2 S  S R 4  SR2 SR1 SR3 1 2  1 3  R 1  SR3S S R l S  SR4S 
5 R 3 S  I 3  R 3 0  1 5  R 1  11 R2C R Z S  R 3 S  E R 1 S  SR2 SR4 SR3 S R 1  R 2  1 4  I b  SR2S S R k S  S l l S  
S R 4 5  R 3 C  1 3  1 6  R 1 C  R 2  I 2  R 3 S  R 2 S  R 1 S  E SR3 S R l  SR2 S R 4  I1  R 3  1 5  S R l S  SR3S 5 7 2 5  
R 1  SR4 SR2 S R l S  SR3S R 2 S  R 3 S  I1 R 2 C  I 2  R 2  R 3 C  I 3  R 3  1 4  R 1 S  S R 1  SRCS R1C I 6  1 5  
R 2  R1S R 3 S  SRZ SR3 SR4S S R l S  I 3  R 3  R I C  I 4  R1C 1 5  I 6  R L  S R 2 S  R 2 S  S R 1  1 2  R2S I 1  
R 3  6 R 1 S  SRZS R 2 S  R 1 S  SR4 SR3 I 6  I 5  R 1  R1C R2C R 2  1 2  1 1  S R l  SR3S R3S I 3  I 4  R 3 L  
R 1 5  R 2  R2C R3C R 3  1 6  1 5  S R 4  SR3 SR2 S R 1  SR2S S R l S  SR4S S R 3 S  R1C 1 1  I 4  E R 3 5  R2S 
R 2 6  ( 2  If R 3  R3C R 1  R1C SR2 S R 1  S R 4  S R 3  SR3S SR4S SR1S SR2S 1 5  R2C 1 3  R 3 S  E R 1 S  
R 3 5  R2C R 2  1 4  1 3  R I C  R 1  S R 3  S R 4  S R 1  SRZ SR4S SR3S SR2S S R l S  I 6  I 2  R3C R 2 S  R1S E 
R1C S R 1  SR3 SRZS SR4S R 3 S  R 2 S  R 2  I 2  RZC 1 1  1 3  R3C 1 4  R 3  E SR4 SR3S R 1  I 5  1 5  
R2C R 3 S  R 1 S  S R 1  S R 4  SR2S SR3S R 3  1 3  1 4  R3C I 6  R 1  R1C 1 5  SR4S E SR2 I 1  R 2  I 2  
R3C SR4S SR3S R 1 S  R 2 S  SR2 S R 1  R 1  R 1 C  I h  1 5  1 1  1 2  R 2  R2C SR3 SRZS E I 4  1 3  R3  
R I C  R2C R3C 
.... r . . A . . . L . . . L  ........ 
I1  SR4S R1.9 S R 1  
I 2  SRZS R 3 S  SR2 
1 3  S R 1  SR2S R 2 S  
1 4  6R3 SR3S R 1 S  
I 5  R 2 S  SR4 SR4S 
I 6  R 3 S  S R 1  SR3S 
St71 R 3  R 1  R 2  
SR2 t 3  I 5  R2C 
SR3 R3C 1 6  1 2  
SR4 1 4  R I C  I 1  
SR15 El 1 3  1 6  
5 R a S  R 2  R3C 1 5  
SR36  t 2  R3 R1C 
SR4S R 2 C  14 
R 1  € SR3 SR2S 
R2  SR3S E SR4 
R 3  SR2 SR4S E 
R 1 S  R 1  1 2  1 3  
R 2 S  1 6  R 2  1 4  
R 3 6  f5 II R 3  
R ~ C  R 1 S  SR2 S R l S  
R2C 5 R 1 S  R 2 S  SR3 
R3C $ R 4  SR1S R 3 S  
Class Algebra B l s e h f  S4 
........... .......................... I....* .......... L 
R 1 S  SR4 SR3 SR2 S R 1  SR2S S R l S  SR4S SR3S 
R 2 6  SR2 S R 1  S R 4  S R 3  SR3S SR4S S R I S  SRZS 
R 3 6  SR3 SR4 S R 1  SR2 SR4S SR3S SRZS SR1S 
S3 as a Subgroup of S4 
$ 1  1 6  1 4  SRZ SR2S 
'.......'.......L.................... 
I 1  E SR2S SR2 1 4  I 6  
1 8  SRZ E SR2S I 1  1 4  
1 4  SRZS SR2 E I 6  I1  
SRZ 3 6  I 4  I 1  SR2S E 
SR2S $ 4  1 1  1 6  E SR2 
S3 Regarded as Isomorphic to D3 
R H O l  RHO2 RHO3 R  RS 
........... b. . . i . . . . . . . r . . . .b i i . . . . . .  
R H O l  E RS R  RHO3 RHO2 
RHB2 A  E RS R H O l  RHO3 
RHU3 R S  R  E RHO2 R H O l  
R  +!ti02 RHO3 R H O l  RS E 
R S  A H 0 3  R H O l  RHO2 E R 
ooa* Uff.1105, ECF.  
SUM-RY OF PROCEDURE 
A FORTRAFT program for machine eonnputation of finite groups has been wri t ten  
which allows the outpmt to be displayed in d p h a n u m e r i e  symbols raahcr t h a i  in numer- 
ical cycles, The program is xrrriiten fo r  sec~rrd generation machines. As written, it 
m&es u s e  of the fact that every finite group G of o rde r  n is isomorphic to some  sub- 
group T.  of the symmetr ic  group Sn. However, the method is not dependent on this 
S 
fact. The program can print a group multiplication table of the product of any two sub- 
sets of 6. 
The main new feature of the program is an efficient decoding process  f rom cycles 
to any chosen alphanumeric symbols. This decoding process is not limited to elements 
of groups. It can be applied to the translation of any list of cycles as input to any de- 
s i red  symbols as output. 
The procedure for  using the program is a s  follows: 
1, A s e t  of desired alphanumeric symbols f o r  the elements of G is selected. 
2. An isomorphism between G and some  subgroup Tn of Sn is found. 
3. The elements in the subsets of G whose group multiplication table is desired 
a r e  entered as input in the form of cycles. 
4. The symbols chosen in s tep  1 a r e  entered as input. 
5, The group multiplication table i s  computed and the output printed using the 
symbols chosen in s tep  I, 
The program i s  complete for  groups up to those which a r e  isomorphic to S4 o r  
any of its subgroups. A s t ra ight foward  modification can extend it to l a r g e r  groups 
if desired. 
A change in choice of symbols fo r  elements of G i s  very easy (see s tep  4 in the 
procedure) and an example of such a change is shown. Examples of both a complete 
group table and a group multiplication table of two subsets of a group a r e  also shown. 
Lewis Research Center, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 
Cleveland, Ohio, October 7,  1990, 
129-03. 
F O R T U N  NOTATION FOR G m U P  0 FOR CODmG 
OF BBMBRPHBM WITH S4 
In the output examples in this report, the following notation is used: The group 0, 
the cubic group, is isomorphic to the symmetric group S4. The former group has four 
threefold axes, three fourfold axes and six twofold axes. Since FORTRAN IV does not 
have lower-case letters,  the following alphanumeric symbols will be used to represent 
the group elements of 0. 
The symbol R denotes a rotation about one of the fourfold axes, SR (for small R) 
represents a rotation about one of the threefold axes, and I represents a rotation about 
a twofold axis. The particular axis in a given case is identified by a number. The 
let ter  S following the axis identification means squared and signifies that the rotation 
has been repeated about the given axis. The let ter  C following the axis identification 
means cubed and signifies that the rotation about the given axis has taken place three 
times. Thus, R2C is the group element of 0 signifying that a rotation has taken place 
three times about fourfold axis number 2; whereas SRlS means that a rotation has oc- 
curred twice about threefold rotation axis number 1. (See ref. 5, p. 27, for  a con- 
venient table of group 0 using this notation. ) 
The following code is used for  the isomorphism between cycles (the elements of S4) 
and the elements of 0: 
SRlS (2,3,4); SR2S (1, 3,2); SR3S (1,2,4); SR4S 
C 8tOCgll) SETS UP CONSTANTS 
BIPEKSIOk ITOP(l20)~4SID1120)9lDOT(22!pbINPUT~15)~lNPT424~ 
DIPENSIOK IN@UT1400r2fr 3NITAL461r IDENTI80)r NPAIR(24,2), 
l t ~ N E 1 5 7 6 1 ~ N I N L 2 4 p 2 ) 9 N O P A ~ 2 ~ , K N ~ 6 ) ~ N I N P U T 4 2 )  
INTEGER R P ~ C # ~ T E M P I B ~ K ~ C H A R ~ P E R ~ P A I R S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ) ~ A N S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ O U T ( ~ ~  
1124924) 9TITLE(80) 90UTPUTT1211 
BNTEGER 6RlqSR29SR3~6R4,SRlS~SR2S~SR3S,SR4S9R19U2~R3~RlS~U2S,R3S9 
rRlC 9R2C 9R3C 
DATA IDI7/6HI.e* -a,/ 
DATA4 LDO1T1 I))f=1,21)~21*5Heeee~o/ 
DATA LP9RP~CM9BLK9PER/1HI,1H),lH~vlH r l H e /  
LOG ItaL COYPB9ONE 
GCP&G~/IUYPAX/IUYIMAXPNCHK 
OEPKCN/NZMOP$/JO9KO,NOUT124924) 
GflPPCN/LfTRAC/II1~II2~I3iI4,I5,I6~SRl~SR2,SR3~SR4qSRlS9SR2S~SR3S, 
~BR4S(R19R2,R3~RlS~R269R36,RlCpR2G~R3C 
EQULYALEACE SINPT4l)$IIl9 
C BLCCI(42)  R E A D S  I N  DAf A 
1 REAC 45sE6) TITLE 
READ 1 5 p C 6 )  #DENT 
URITE(6reO) BITLE 
NRIFE16,91) EDENT 
3tP 
#RP=C 
N= C 
DHbRsBLK 
00 5 1sir80 
TEPP=IDENT 4 I Z 
4P  (qEMP.EG.BLK) GO TO 5 
# F  (7EMPcECetP) GO TC 2 
4F 1qEMP-ECeRP) GO TO 3 
fF ('TEMPeECeCM) GO TB 4 
OHAR*TEMP 
GO T C  5 
2 QCP=lLP+I 
GO TI! 5 
3 4RP.;IRP+3. 
4 N=h + 1 
4F ( & . G T s 6 1  60 T O  61 
aF (GHARbEGeBLK) GO TO 6 2  
~NITSL(N$YCWAR 
CHAR = €3 L K 
5 GEIN T I NUE 
aF IILP,AE,lrOR, l R P , N E , L )  GO TO 63  
d 8 = 8 C  
00 8 K = 1 6 2  
00 7 1x105 
J S =  ( 1-1 ) * B C + 1  
JE=I*86 
REBG ( 5 r i E 6 )  ~ % N P U T ( J ~ K ) B J = J % , J E )  
WRETE(Bp901 I INPUT6 JIK) pJzJSvJE I 
630 6 J=JP;pJE 
d &  ~ I N P U T ~ J B K ) , N E , B L M $  G O  T O  7 
6 CON-FjNUE 
N I R P b l i K 3 = J 5  
GO TO 8 
7 C O h T l N U E  
8 G O h T I N U E  
clE= JE-80 
A E A C 1 5 , 5 E 7 8 )  I N P T  
5 6 9 8  F O R P A T ( l Z A 6 )  
C BLCCKC31 STORES EACH OPERATION I N  P A I R S  ARRAY A S  A  PRnDUCT OF 
C TRARSPOS I T  I O N S  
Dl3 19 K = d r 2  
N P A I R ( l + g ) = O  
WP= 1 
-1IPRhlrC 
GNAR*BLK 
-I I=C 
[JNE=*TRt l f .  
OOPPA+.FBLSEB 
QE=KIRPUT ( K )  
DO I t  I = l r I E  
4 E P P = I N P L P (  I I K )  
I F  [TEMP.EC.BLK) GO TO 16 
4F ( T E M P s E Q e t P I  GO TC 9 
% F  (7EMP;EQ.RP) GO TO 1 0  
4 F  (TEMPaECeCM) GO TO 11 
I F  (TEMP.EQ.RERI GO TO 1 4  
CWAR=TENP 
GO TC 1 5  
9 t lPRN= EPRR+ 1 
BNE=.TRUF. 
d f  ( I P R N I L T . O , O R ~ I P R ~ - G T ~ ~ I  GO TO 57 
GO TC 1 5  
10 dPRN= IPRh-  1 
+XF t .NOTbCOVWA) GO TO 58  
CCCPB=.FAkSEJ 
LINE=aTRUE* 
CF (1PRN.LT.OeOR,IPRN,GT,1) GO TO 5 7  
GO TC 1 2  
11 COPMA=, TBUE, 
12 NPAIR  ( N O P ~ K l * M P A I R ( N B P ~ K 3 + 1  
% F  ( K P A I R I N C R , K ) - G T . 1 7 )  GO TO 5 9  
I F  tGWAR,EC,BLK? 60 TO 56 
d J = N R A I R f N O P I K )  
P A I R 5 4  I JvNOP(K I=CHAR 
SF (CNE 1 G C  qO 1 3  
NPAIR(NOPpK)*NPAIR(NGP*K1+I 
% J = N P A I  R I N O P h K I  
P A I R S I I J o N O P ~ K f ' C H A R  
13 GHPR=BLK 
DNE=,FALSE, 
GO %f 1 5  
NGP-RCP+l 
I F  INOP,GT,24) G O  T O  60 
NPBIRINOPBKI"~ 
9 I = & l + l  
INPUT f Y 1 * K  )=TEMP 
C O N T I N U E  
N I N P L T ( # 1 3 1  
% F  IINPUII I F  ,K),NE,PER) GO T G  13 
NOP=NOP- I. 
GO TE 18 
INPLTtI I*19K)=PER 
# F  !&PAIRII~KIrEQrOl GO TO 1 
NOPAIKI=hOP 
CONTINUE 
BLOCK14) SETS UP ANS ARRAY IN STANDARD FORM OR CONFIGlfRATION 
BtCCK I5 PERFORMS THE PRODUCT OPERATIONS 
08 27 I L=1,NOP1 
Kl=hPAIR1 1171 1 
DO 27 I2=1 rNOP2 
K2=NPAIRII2,2) 
DO 23 I=frK142 
J*K I.- I+ 1 
J1=0 
J2=0 
DO 22 L = . l r l u  
8F ( b N S 1 C ~ I 1 f I 2 ) . N E e P A I R S 4 J ~ I 1 ~ L ) )  GO TO 21 
J1=L 
fF ( A K S ~ L ~ I ~ ~ I ~ ) . N E . P A I R S ~ J - ~ , I ~ ~ ~ ) )  GO TO 22 
32=L 
CONTtNUE 
d F  (J1eEC,O.OReJZ*EQ-O) GO TO 55 
~ I T V P = A N S ~ J ~ V I ~ V I Z )  
A&S(Jlr 1 x 9  121=ANS(J2~11?I2I 
BNS(J2, 1 3 r  I21=ITMP 
GONT INUE 
DO 26  I=lpK2r2 
J=K 2- 1+ 1 
Jl=O 
J2=0 
DO 25 L=lrN 
Q F  (ANStt~11d1210NE.PAIRS4J,I[2p2)) GO TO 24  
J l = C  
,IF IAMS(toT1~12)oME,PAiRS(J-1~12p2)) GO SO 2 5  
J2=L 
CGNTdNUE 
f F  C J B , E C ~ G * B R * J Z ~ E Q I O J  60 T G  5 5  
4TPP"AMSIJLvl I s 1 2 9  
A N S I J % ~ I % ~ I ~ ~ ~ A M S I J ~ P I I I O I ~ I  
A N S I J Z *  I I * R Z l = I T t 4 P  
C BLOCK(61 IDENTEF I E S  THE SINGLE G R O U P  ELEPENT WHICH MAS THE SAME 
C EFFECT B S  6tOCK15l 
M A ) t = C  
DO 38 E lklpNOPl 
00 38 12=19NOP2 
JRP-0 
J= 1 
Kl=1 
KA= 1 
0UT(lrIlr12)*LP 
DO 28 KK'lvN 
28 KN{KK)=KK 
00 35 I=lrN 
DO 29 L = l r N  
K.V = L 
s ~ F ( A ~ S ( K A ~ I L J E ~ )  ,EQe INITALIKV)) GO TO 30 
29 CONTINlJE 
30 KNIKV)=O 
lFlKV .NE, Kl) GO TO 34 
DO 32 KK*ltK 
Mt=KhtKK9 
dF(ML rNE. O i  GO TO 33 
32 CONTINUE 
I F ~ C L . J T ( J ~ I ~ I I ~ )  eNEe CM) GO TO 360 
DUT1J,IleI2)*RP 
JRP=J 
60 TD 36 
33 K1=KL 
KA=KL 
GC TC 3 5  
34 4F(CLT(JI11r12)rEQe LP) GO TO 3 3 5  
J=J+l 
OOTIJpIlrL2)A ANSlKAvIlrI2) 
532 DO 332 KK=l,N 
Kt=KN(KKI 
(F1KC -NEs 01 GO TO 3 3 3  
332 CONTINUE 
3 3 3  dF(Kt ,NE. K L I  GO TO 334 
KN(KC)=O 
GO TC 5 3 2  
434 SF/Kt * E C e  01 GO TO 4 3 5  
db=J+$ 
BUT(d+I l112)"CM 
KA=KV 
60 TC 35 
r635 J=J+1 
OUTIJ~Il~I2)"RP 
JRP=d 
GO Te 36 
3 5 5  J t J + P  
B U T ( J ~ I ~ D I Z ) * I N I T B L ~ K ~ !  
9 z J + I  
B t T I J s %  bcI2f"CM 
J t J +  b 
B ~ P ( J I I ~ ~ I ~ ) " A N S ( K A D I ~ ~ E : Z " ~  
IF6AhS(Kbs%E6121 .EQI INITALkKbIj GQ T O  336  
J=J+ k 
DU%!JpITrI?)*CP~ 
KW=KIJ 
66 T C  3 5  
336  K N I K P I = O  
J z J + l  
OUT( J*Ilb%Z)*RP 
632 DO 432 KK=1vN 
KC=KNfKK3 
QFIKL .NE, 09 GO TO 4 3 3  
432 GOhTINUE 
4 3 3  1FfKL eNf. K1) GO TO 4 3 4  
KN(KL)= C 
60 TC 6 3 2  
434 JRP=J 
fF(KL m E 6 -  01 GO TO 3 6  
JtJ+1 
0UT[JpIlrI2)"LP 
Kl=KL 
KA=KL 
35  CONTINUE 
350 ~ F ~ G L T ( J T I ~ P I ~ )  eNE. LP) GO TO 3 6  
OUT(J,IlsI2)*BLK 
3 6  Jl=J 
JkJRP 
QFtJ.h'E.ElGC TO 37 
OUT(Jl~IlrI2~=BLK 
3 7  NOLTI Ll,  I2)=J 
d F  (JaLE-PAXJ GO TO 38 
HAX=J 
3 P COhTQNUE 
C BtCCK17) DECODES AND WRITES OUTPU 
C 
DO 42 L-1,578 
4 2 LINEfL)=8LK 
IKY=C 
DO 45 LZ"192 
NCPKI-C 
NPER*O 
DO 45 Llrlr400 
iFiNPER ,GE. NOPA(L2J) GO TO 45 
BF( IhPUPILI,L21 - E Q *  PER) GO TO 445 
NCHKrNCHK+l 
NCkKl5NCkK 
GO T@ 45 
44 5 NL=L I-NCi-K- 1 
NPER=NPER+l 
00 43 I=lpNCHK 
NL=NL+1 
t I N P L I 1  I I=%NPUT4NL,La) 
43 COhTrn'UE 
L T A G = P  
CALL R E A C ~ L I M P U T ~ L I N E B L Y A ~ ~  
NGHK=C 
413 C O R ' I i K U E  
00 aea r*r,NaPk 
B B B  3 T C P  I I )  =L I R E 4  % 1 
4 N C = C  
NA= hCP Es l 
NAPAK=NOP L+NOP2  
00 1C2 I=MAtNAMAX 
f N C =  I N D + %  
4 6 2  ISIC(IN03=LINEif 1 
00 46 L=IphAMAX 
4 6 C J R E  (L =ELK 
BB(Y=C 
LTAG=C 
NCI+K*15 
DO 52 KO'lrNOP2 
90 52 JO*lrNBPl 
00 5C IO*l,lS 
50 LINP~T(IE)=OUT(IOFJO,KO) 
CALL REAC4LINPUT,LINEvtTAG) 
52 COhTiNUE 
WRITE 4 6 ~ 6 8 )  TITLE 
KSh=C 
LSh=C 
DO 115 3L=1#6 
rIL1= EL-1 
4FIKSCeEC-1) GO TO 115 
MAX= 20*iL 
BF(hCP1 .GTa 119) GO TO 111 
IF(NOP1 ;GT. MAX) GO TO 104 
MAX= ROP1 
KSh=l 
gF(NCP1 -LEe 20) MAX* NOPl 
a04 IN=O 
4TEPt 20*ILl+l 
00 1C5 IJ=ITEM,MAX 
IN= aN+1 
a05 DUTPLT( IR)=ITOP1 I J I  
dN1= IN+1 
DO 1C55 BP=INl,21 
IG=IP+1 
QDGT4 LG )eBLK 
lQ55 BUTPUT( IP)= BLK 
2856 WRITE16wtl041 (OUTPUT(IlrI=lr20) 
1304 FORMPT(1kO~lOXq20A6) 
WRITE(6pl144) ( 1  DOT{4)rIt1,211 
1244 FURPAT( lt! w3X921Ab) 
00 1145 4R=1121 
1345 fCCTtIR)*ICIrl 
tB=O 
106 DO 168 LR=lrROP2 
&G= 1 
LANN=LB+CN 
BFtLANN eGTe 119) GO TO 109 
BUTPLT( lj=ISID(CAMN) 
DO 107 IJ=LrMAX 
NMAX*20*3Ll+P J 
B F t N W A X  ,GI, MOP11 GC T 6  103 
hC=LG+l 
6 F t I t  - 6 7 ,  29 60 TO 1076 
N A R J ~ C * ~  fb+kM--21 +BNOQ%-2Of*IkP$-13+YJ 
GO TC 107'7 
1696 M A R = N U Q I * t E C  +Lh-2%+tJ 
1077 O U T P L T ( L G ) = L I N E I M A R )  
E07 C 6 h T f R U E  
EG=LG+E 
I F I L C  e G T ,  213 G O  T O  1089 
00 ICe8 I Q  = b G t 2 1  
1888 OUTPLT(IG!=BLK 
1089 C O K I I N U E  
R C B  URITE(6~11051 (OUTPUT(I)cI=lr211 
Id85 FOR14Tt 1k q4X1A6r20A6) 
109 CGNTINUE 
'IFfLSW *EQ. 1 )  GO TO 115 
dF(NCP2 *LEa 56) GO TO 115 
fF(NCP2 eGTe 112) GO TO 110 
LSh= 1 
L0-55 
GO fC 106 
210 IF(NCP2 ,GT. 120) GO TO 111 
t 5 h =  1 
LB* 112 
GO TC 106 
l1l WRITE(6~1106l NOPlr NOP2 
1106 FORMATilkK~39HTOO MANY ROW OR COLUMN OPERATIONS NOPl=14,5HNOP2=14~ 
415 CONTINUE 
GO TC 1 
55 WRITE t6r711 (IDENT(Ov1"lvID~ 
WRITE16v79) TITLE 
60 TC 1 
5 '6 URITE (6072) 
GO TC 1 
57 WRITE t6r73) 
GO TC 1 
5 8 
59 
6 0 
60 TE 1 
6 1 WRITE (6377) 
GO TC 6 5  
6 2 URITE 46972) 
60 TC 6 5  
63 WRITE (6"9731 
60 TC 6 5  
6 5 RETURN 
6 6 FORVAT ikl0Al) 
68 FORMAT [1PK,50Xt20Al) 
71 FORMAT(1N3~44HKbLEGAi ELEMENT IN GROUP- IDENTITY GROUP I S  pIlA6) 
72 FORPAT( 1P J 929HBLANK IS NOT A VALID ELEMENT* 
73 FORPAT( 1kJt52HtLCEGAC USE OF PARENS OR TITLE + IDENT CARDS MIXED) 
54 FORPAT{~PJIL~HXLLEGAL GROUP,) 
75 60RMATflPJ,34WTWE PAIRS ARRAY HAS BEEN EXCEEDED,) 
7 4  FORPAT(hPJp34HT00 MANY OPERATIONS* LIMIT IS 2 4 , )  
77 FORPAT(LPJp39HMORE THAN 6 ELEMENTS IN IDENTITY GROUP,! 
74 FORMATIlPJs23HCHECK INPUT CARDS I N  GROUP r 8 0 8 1 )  
8 8  FORP&V( I k I  VBOAI I 
8 1 FORPdV t 1P J 9 B O A 1  1 
9 C  F O R P A T $  l P J p 8 0 A 1 )  
FMC 
C THIS SUBRBLTINC C A N  ACCOMBDATE BOTH S 3  A N D  S4 
e 
S U B R C U T I h E  R E A D ~ I N P U T ~ L K N E V L T A ~ B  
D I I J E N S I O R  I N P U T 4  1 S ) r t I N E 1 5 7 6 ! p I G R O L 1 P ~ ( l i !  
3 N T E G E R  S R 1 ~ S R 2 r 5 R 3 9 S R 4 ~ S R 1 S ~ S R 2 S , S W 3 S ~ S W 4 S p R L p R 2 p R 3 ~ R l S ~ R 2 S ~ R 3 S ~  
. R I C , R ~ C P R ~ C  
INTEGER &?NET TWO* THREE? LP,  RP 
D A T A  I D N T , L P I R P / 1 H E e l H l ~ l H ) /  
D A T A f  IGRCUP1  I ) r  1 = 1 p 3 1 / 1 H 1 9 1 H 2 9  1 H 3 /  
CGCPCh/  I K Y P A % / I K Y  ,MAX,NCHK 
C O P P O N / N L P O P S / J O I K O ~ N O U T I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
C O ~ V B N / L ~ T R A L / I I ~ ~ I I ~ , I ~ P I ~ ~ I ~ ~ I ~ ~ S R ~ ~ S R ~ ~ S R ~ ~ S R ~ ~ S R ~ S ~ S R ~ S ~ S R ~ S ~  
~ G R ~ S ~ R ~ ~ R ~ ~ R S ~ R ~ S I ) R ~ S ~ R ~ ~ ~ R ~ C , R ~ C ~ R ~ C  
O N E = f G R O @ P f l l  
TWC=QGROtP( 23 
TNREE= I  GROLPd 3 )  
f I F ( I T A G  * E C e  1 )  GO TC 1 
Q F ( N C L T 1 J O p K O )  s N E e  0) GO TO 1 
$1 KV= CKY +I 
L I R E i I K Y S = I C N T  
GO TC 19C0 
1 DO 18CO I = l r N C H K  
I I F ( I N P U T ~ I )  * E Q -  L P )  GO TO 1 8 0 0  
. I F ( I N P U T I I )  OEQO ONE) GO TO 1 1 0 0  
I F ( I R P U T I 1 )  eEQ, TkO) GO TO 1 0 1 0  
Q F ( I N P U T 4 I  1 eNEe THREES GO TO 1 8 0 0  
QKY.;fKY+1 
LINE4 I K Y $ = ? I I 2  
GO T C  19CO 
PBLO B F ( I N P U T I I + 2 1  - E Q e  THREE)  GO TO 1 0 2 0  
4 F t I N P U T l f + 3 3  .EQ, R P )  GO TO 1011 
a K Y = I K Y + 1  
LdhEL I K Y J = S R I  
68 TE 19e0 
l e % 1  d K V = t K Y + l  
L I R E 1  I K Y B = I 5  
6 B  f C  19EO 
l o 2 0  4 F I I N P U T I I + 3 )  ,EQe R P )  GO TO 1 0 2 1  
4KY= I K Y + 1  
L I N E (  IKYO=SRXS 
60 T C  19CO 
102 1 I K Y = I K Y  + I  
C I K E I  I K Y j f I 4  
60 TC 19CO 
%30C d F t I N P U T I I + 2 B  ,EQ, TWO) GO TO 1 2 0 0  
d F t I N P U I 4 I + 2 1  ,EQ, THREE)  GO T O  1 1 3 0  
f F 4 I N P U T l I + 3 !  eNF, R P )  GO TO 1 1 1 0  
d F ( l R P U T I I + 4 B  .EQB % P I  GO TO 1101 
$ K b " = I K Y + %  
L I h E f  l K Y 1 = % 3  
GO Ti2 1960 
%I01 a K Y = l K Y + l  
L I N E :  I K V 1  = R 3 S  
GO T C  k9C8 
E A % O  g f F B I N P U $ i % + 4 1  e % Q a  THO)  G O  TO 1126 
f IF4  I N P U T 4  I + S f  , E Q I  R P I  60 TO Ill1 
-%KY= IK"e "a l  
L I N E %  L K Y I - R I G  
OQ TC! L 9 C 0  
1211 I K Y = I K Y + 1  
L l N E L I K M S  = S R 4 S  
60 TO % 9 C Q  
1 1 s ~  I I F I I N P ~ T L I + S )  ,EQ, R P )  GO TO 1131 
d K Y - I K Y 4 1  
L I h E  l I K Y  I = R 2  
GO TG l 9 C O  
1 2 2 1  d K Y = i K Y + l  
L I K E 4  I K Y ) = S R 3  
60 T C  19CO 
1 2 3 0  d F ( I N P U T i I + 3 1  sNEe RP)  GO TO 1140 
d F ( I N P U T l I + 4 1  .EQ. L P )  GO TO 1 1 3 1  
( K Y = I K Y + l  
t I h E i  I K Y I s I 6  
GO T C  1 9 C 0  
' 1 1 3 1  J K Y = I K Y + l  
C . INEt  I K Y $ + R l f  
GO TC l 9 C O  
1 2 4 0  S F ( I N P U T f I + 4 1  .EQe TWO) GO TO 1 1 5 0  
d F ( I N P U T i I + S !  .EQ. R P )  GO TO 1141 
I K Y = I K Y + 1  
t I h E  i I K Y l = R 3  
GO TC 19CO 
1 x 4 1  $KY= t K Y + l  
L I N E I  I K Y J q S R 4  
GO TC 1 9 C 0  
I 2 5 0  l F ( I N P U T l I + 5 )  * E Q -  R P )  GO TO 1 1 5 1  
I K Y = I K Y + 1  
L I N E (  I K Y ) = R Z C  
60 TC 19CO 
1 2 5 1  d K Y = I K Y +  
L I K E 4  I K Y J q  SRZS 
GO TC 1 9 € 0  
I 2 O G  # F (  I N P U T i I + 3 1  * N E e  R P )  GO TO 1 2 1 0  
d F ( I N P U T I I + 4 )  *EQe  L P )  GO TO 1 2 0 1  
. i K Y = I K Y + l  
L I K E ( I K Y 3  = I 1  
L I N E I  I K Y I = I I %  
GO TC 1 9 C 0  
I 2 0 1  I K Y = % K Y + l  
L I h E  l L K Y I = R Z S  
GO TC 1 9 C 0  
' 1 2 1 0  I F I I N P U T 1 1 + 4 1  eEQ. THREE) GO TO 1 2 2 0  
& F ( I & P U T 4 1 + 5 t  ,EQe RP1 GO TO 1 2 1 1  
I K Y = Q K Y + 1  
L I N E  t I K Y I  =R3C 
GO TC 1 9 C 0  
' 1 2 1 1  * I K Y = a K Y + l  
L I N E 4  I K Y l = S R % S  
60 TC 19CO 
I920 dFIINPUTCE+50 * E Q e  R P )  GO TO 1 2 2 1  
f I K Y = 4 K Y + I  
L f N E l  l K Y I = R 1  
GO T C  1960 
1 2 2 1  I K Y = I K V + %  
C I N E  t I K Y  I =  S R 2  

A P P E N D K  C 
PLOW CHART OF SBJBROUTmE READ 
I Yes 
I Yes I 
I K Y  = I K Y  + 1 
LINE(IKY) = R2 (1,4,2,3) LINE ( IKY)  = SR3 = (1'4, Zl 

IKY = IKY + 1 
LINE(1KY) = R1 = (1, 2,3,4) 
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